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I. THE PROBLB« 

A. Introduction 

Memory, the ability of an organism to retain experience, has 

led to mmerous theoretical. interpretations as to the nature of the 

retention process. The theories, in general., postulate some sort 

ot memory trace or engram laid down in the nervous system following 

at:t'erent stimulation. Several theories postulate an initial con-

solidation of the memory trace followed by a gradual fading. This 

fading of the trace is generally made the basis tor forgetting. 

A central problem in the theory of memory is whether the decay 

of the trace is simply an inevitable fading out with time or whether 

it decays, not because of the passage or time, 1:::ut because of inter-

ference by other neural activities. One model for the memory trace 

postulates that, following sensory stimulation into the central nerv-

ous system, reverberatory oh-cuits are set up which help lay down or 

consolidate the afferent stinulation as a residual memory trace. When 

other afferent stimulation is coming in, these original circuits are 

disturbed, lessening the facilitation of the "settling" process. 

Theoretical1y, then, it is conceivable• according to this viewpoint, 

that it no interfering activity occurred at all, the memory trace 

would be strongly imprinted and perhaps would not decay at all. 

It is the purpose ot this study to investigate empirically some. 

of the consequences of this viewpoint. If afferent stimulation is 
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follow·ed by high neura1 c:1.ctivit.y, then the memory of that stim.llation 

should be poorer than the memory of the same stimulation which is 

followed by la..lf neural activity. One -ivay o:f affecting the level of 

neural activity would be by means of certain drt.1gs which are known 

to exert a stimulating or depressing effect on the central nervous 

system. In this study the stimulant drug used was Benzedrine Sulphate, 

the depressive drug was Sodium Evipal, while a third or control group 

received physiological sal.ine solution. 

The different stimulation used to provide a memory t,race in 

this study was perception of a maze pattem by rats. The process of 

serial learning of· an arbitrary maze pattern is one dependent to a 

great extent on memory. It would seem that both the number of trials 

required to learn the maze and the rmmber of errors made duril.,g t,he 

learning process bear a very close relationship to the function of 

memory. Only through memory or previous responses in this situ.ation 

can errors be eliminated and learning take place. 

Another important variable in memory theory is time. In account-

ing for forgetting it is postulated that the stre~th of the memory 

trace decreases with time, usually considered as an exponential.de-

crease with negative acceleration. Another time factor, moreover, 

if we consider consolidation as a necessary stage in the process, is 

the time during which the memory trace is being laid down or consoli-

d~ted within the central nervous system. The consolidation time can 

be regarded as the time int,erv-al in which the memory trace strength 



builds· up from zero to a maximum level. From various Idnds or 

evidence-to be referred to later* it can also be postulated that the 

mezi~ry trace is more susceptible to change or interference in the 

early stage of the consolidation interval. than in the later stages. 

Consequently, the interference by neura1 activity early in the con-

solidation period would produce a greater effect on the trace than 

would such activity later in: this period. Thus, the ef'f'ect on memory 

will be the product of an interaction between neural activity and the 

time after af'f'erent stinru.lation when the neuraJ. activity is introduced. 

In this particular study, alterations of activity level were introduced 

at intervals of o.,, ?., 15., and 30, minutes after each learning trial. 

The greatest time interval, 30. mirnites, i'epresented a preliminary' 

estimate of the probable ma:rlmm length of the consolidation period 
' 

i'or this set or conditions. 

Tlru.s, the questions being investigated in this study can be 

stated explicitly as follows, 

1. Does retention of a fairly compl.ex learning task in the rat 

vary systematicaJ.ly with presumed drug~induced variations in neural. 

activity level during a so-called consolidation period? 

2. If such systematic effect on retention exists, does the 

effect vary with the time at which the drug-induced activity is 

introduced? 

The hypotheses underlying these experimental. questions can be 

form,,tlated as follows, 



l. The drugs will exert effects on retention in a systematic 

manner correlated wi~h their ef'f'ect on neural activity level• that 

is, the drug v1hioh raises actirlty level. will, if administered within 

the consolidation period, lead to retention which is significantly 

poorer than that of the controls; the drug which lowers activity level 

will, if' administered within the consolidation period, lead to reten-

tion which is significantly better than that of the controls. 

2. The length of the consolidation period :.for the memory task 

being used will be of the order of 15. - .30. minutes. After this 

time interval., administration of drugs should lead to no dii'£erences 

in retention. 

,3. This, in combination with the first hypothesis, will result 

in convergent data it memory is pl.otted as a function of the time 

interval. That is; the ditterence in memory between the high neural 

activity group and the low neural a~tivity group will be greater at 

the earlier times than at the later times. Moreover, if we include 

the second hypothesis, this convergence will extend to time intervals 

of 15. - 30. minutes at which no differences in effect levels should 

exist. 

B. Background 2!_ !h!. Problem 

The first suggestion that the gross activity level of the 

organism following learning would have an etf ect on retention came 

from Jenkins and Dallenbach in 1924 (7). They had two subjects 

memorize lists consisting of ten nonsense syllables before a period 
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of normal. daily activity, then another list just before sleep. 

Retention was tested a:f'te:r one, two, four, and eight hours of waking 

activity or sleep. F.ach duration o.f sleep yielded better retention 

than did a comparable period of waking activity. The investigators 

concluded that "forgetting is not so much a matter of the decay of 

old impressions and associations as it is a matter of the interfer-

ence, inhibition, or obliteration of the old by the new. u 'i'he fact 
. . . 

that some forgetting occurred even du:ring sleep would lead to the 

conclusion that the activity concerned in forgetting was pr~ily 

neurological activit.1 rather than any overt or motoric activity. 

Thefaot that the rate of forgetting was tremendously slowed down 

during'sleep trould suggest that the :responsible .factor was the 

minimal neural activity. A study by Heine showed es_sentially the 

same resuits (4). 
The studies on this problem of the effect of activity on memory 

with hwnans as subjects have utilized natural sleep as the agent for 

modifying activity level. Using animals as subjects, however, other 

agents for modifying activity leveJ. have been used. Many of these 

experiments have been per.formed on insects, using extremely simple 

retention problems. For example, in 1932 Hunter studied the reten-

tion of cockroaches for a simple light avoidance problem after having 

been imw.obil!i.zed by cold. (6) His conclusions were that exposure 

to cold with its resulting inactivity actually decreases retention; 

rather than aids it. He did point out, however, that the low tempera-

ture exposure may have had some deleterious effect on the physiology 
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of his insects. In addition, it would seem that the inacti,.rity pro-

duced by cold probably led only to cessation or overt movement,, rather 

than any actual slowing dovm of neurological activity~ In another 

study along the same general lines, Hoagland f'ound that tho retsntion 

of ants for a simple maze was poorer after an 18 hour e.xposuro to 

temperatures which increased the activity level of the insects. (5) 

Several similar ex:periments have been pert ormed using other insects 

as subjectsa the results, in general,- are somewhat -equivocal. ($, 

11, 12) 

Minami. and Dallenbach in 1946 using cockroaches as subjects 

succeeded in demonatrating a systematic variation in retention of an 

extremely simple task due to variation in activity J.evel i'ollcnd.JW 

the learning trials.· (9) The l.earning task in this case was a 

light-avoidance situation. Activity level was lowered. by placing 

the insect in a paper container headfirst, with the antennae folded 

bsck over the head. Thia procedure produces a kind of hypnotic trance 

in the cockroach; and they will remain immobile in this state over 

exliendecl periods or time. Activity level was raised by placing the 

roach on a motor driven treadmill, which forced him to run in order 

to avoid being thrown against the end piece or the apparatus. The 

e.,cperimenters found that the insects which underwent lowered activity 

level :following learning showed significantly better retention than 

either the raised activity group or the controls. The closer to the 

original learning the lowered activity level, the better the retention 
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sco1•e. Simila1,1y, the raised activity group showed significantly 

poo1•er retention than either or the other groura. Moreover, the closer 

the rai~aed activity was to the orl.ginal learniD€', the poorer the re-

tention score. 

In 1942 French conducted an exper-lment using goldfish as st\bjeotg. (2) 

His method of altering activity level was again the use of temperature 

differentials between his groups. Groups were kept in water at 4, 16, 

and 28 degrees o. respectively. In this case the group kept at 16 de-

grees \vas most active, wt this group fell about hal.tway between the 

other two groups in tenns of retention. French therefore rejected the 

hypothesis of poor.er retention due to intervening general activity. 

Here again, it would seem posQible that maximum overt activity did not 

necessarily coincide-with max:imwn neural activity. 

Use of mammals other than human beings as subjects in e:xperi-

mental attacks on this problem has not been extensive. Hunter and 

Russel1 in 1937 tested the effect of inactitlty following 1eaming 

produced by Sodium Amytal on retention in the rat. (13) In this 

study the animals were allowed to partially learn a maze, then put to 

sl.eep for varying interval.s o:f 8-17 hours with the drug. They were 

then allowed to complete their learning or the maze. The results of 

this study showed no conclusive dif':f'e?"ences between control and ex-
perimental groups. However, the authors point out that there was an 

apparent residual effect of the drug on the experimental group at the 

time of reswnption of learning which ma;r account for these results. 

The control group were apparently more highly motivated ( the motiva-

tion being thirst) and this may have obscured the real effect of the 



altered activity level after le.erning. !n· favor or the experimental 

group, ho-,,ev~r, was the fact that SO% more ot these .sn5.mals had per-

fect retention a.i"-ter the sleep intel"'Val than did the controls. This 

may or may not be of :importance, but it tends to suggest that there 

was some efi'eot oft retention. 

Im eJrperiment by Carl Dun.cant while not directly concerned with 

the problem at hand, throws an :Lt\teresting sidelight on the subject 

of activity- J.evel and retention.. (l) In this e:xperiment lllncan was 

investigating the effect of convulsive electroshock on a learned 

response in the rat. Tha response used consisted of an avoidance 

response to el.eetr!)shock applied to the feet. · Following trials ~n 

this apparatus, the animals were given convulsive cereb1"B.l electro-

shock at varying intervals. Difter~~t groups were given the conVUl-

sive shock at 20, 401 and 60 seconds and at 4 and 15 minute intervals 

i"oJ.lowing the learning trial respectively. Groups ,,ere also run 1dth 

time :mtervals of. 11 41 and 14 hours after the learning trial. The 

resu.l.ts of this e:xr.ier:ilnent sho?l8d a maxirmm disruption or learned 

material.at the 20 seconds interval., followed by progressively less 

interference at intervals up to one hou1~. Interval.a of one hour ol9 

J.onger smwed no significant interf'erence with retention. 

The failure of retention in this case cannot be ascribed to any 

punish'?lent effects of. the shock, since Duncan repeated the experiment 

using s. strong el.ectroshock to the hind legs in place of the cerebra1 

shock and found negative results in terms or retention. The e~e1--i-

mentor in this case attributes the interference experienced to the 
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:fact that convulsive activity represents the maxi.rnlun t..ct.i:vity :possible 

for an brgruri.mr; at least: from. a neurological point {)f view. He 

theretore takes the point of view that the lm~k of 1 .. etention is due 

to the disruptive effects of extreme activity during a consolidation 

period, mid that the earlier· in such period the activity- comes, the 

greater \vill be the disorganization of 1-etention. While one ma.Y q-u.es-

tion the formulation of electroshock comulsions·:representing only 

extreme activity, the evidence is still quite con'\i'"lncir,g for a. con-

solidation period following· the learni~ period, a. cor,solidation 

period, moreover, \9'hich is of relatively short duration. 

From the foregoir1g, it would seem that direct evidGnce i::i lack-

ing at the present time to show that ohungea in activity level, mer-

activity s.s well as h;moactivity, s:,int,ematioally 4ffect retention of 

a complex learned task in the lAemmalia. There are, of oourse, tli.e 

Minami and Dallenbaoh studies involving cockroaches wherein a, sycte-

matio variation of retention of an extreinel.y simple light-avoidance 

task was systematically affected by activity level following learning. 

However, the very basic diffe~nces between the neurological systems 

a11cl behavior patterns of the Mammalia and Insecta tend to make any 

direct e>~ension of these result.a to higher animals somewhat cblbious. 

In addition., the very simplicity of the learning involved leads tc 

the question of whether moi-a oompJ.ex tasks would give eimilat- results. 

Besides the foregoing studies, there are the Jenkins, Dall.enbaeh, and 

Van Ormer experiments dealing with the effl!et·on retention or sleep 

after learning in human subjects. (7, 16) These studies did 11ctt 
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appear to demonstrate a systemntio chru,ge in retention of leerned 

material i'ollowing chmiges in acti,fit1 level, with the act:1.vity 

variable as a continuum ranging £reu1 hypoactivity to hype~activity. 

They did demonstrate that vd th sleep f"o1lmdng learning t retention 

was significantly better then if ·nonnal 1vaking nativity :followed the 

learning. However, they did not test the possibility that hyperactivity 

after learning w:,uld interfere with retention. 

rfo effect on retention following dl-ug-induced changes in activity 

level has ever bee."l denonstrated. One or the few studies in thi.s 

direction, that of Hunter, .failed to produce clear-cut positive resul.ts, 

al.though the resul~s suggested an etf'ect. If the above mentioned 

effects of activity level. on retention do in .fact exist, it would, in 

general, indicate that changes in neural activity level induced b;r 

drugs should have the same effeot .. 
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n. PROCEDURE 

A. General Design 

The e,q:,erimental procedure basically consisted of each rat 

receiving one learning trial on a maze at 48 hour intervals, each 

trial. being followed by administration of a drug agent which altered 

the activity level of the subject for a period or time. Since the 

alteration in activity level was effective only during periods fol-

lowing the maze learning trials, it was felt that any significant 

differences in maze learning proficiency among groups could be as-

cribed to different effects on retention. 

Three drugs were used, (l) Sodium Evipal, a barbitrate, to 

reduce neural activity, (2) Benzedrine Sulphate to enhance neural 

activity and (3) physiological. saline solution as a control. to give 

a "neutral" level of neural activity. In addition, each drug was 

administered at each of four time inteMrals following the completion 

of each learning tria11 0.5, 7., 15., and 30. minutes. The experi-

mental design was set up as a three by four factorial design, with a 

total of 12 different 0 cells" representing all possible combinations 

or any one drug with any- one time of administration. Nine rats were 

assigned to each one of the 12 cells, giving a total of' 108 rats as 

subjects. 

B. Subjects 

Subjects used in the experiment were 108 male albino rats of the 

Sprague-Dawley strain. Each subject was between 80 and UO d~s of 



age at the beginning of the p1 .. ooedut"e. Litter mates were sp1it up 

among groups so that not more than one animal from a litter was in-

cluded. in any e,1.perimental group. 

It was felt that the only practical. method of altering act1.vity 

level in the rat was b;r means of drugs. Natural. sleep was considered 

and di..:.1carded. because it is obviously impossible to control the time 

of going to sl.eep. .Similarly, placing the animals in a darkenEd 

cage would not servei, since rats frequently become more active dur-

ing periods of dar~esa. 

Several. criteria were established tor drugs which would be used 

in the present experiment. Fir$t, the drug must produce a definite 

aiteration in the arJ.maJ.fs neural activity level. Second, the drug 
\ 

must act rapidl.y and the time of onset or stimulant and depressant 

drugs shou1d be approxime.tely the same. Third, the drug must be 

almost compl.etely excreted by the organism wit,hin 48 hours, since 

it was destred to t"Un animals on the maze at this interval.. Fourth, 

the drug must not produce any lasting physiological. changes in the 

animal. 

An e:xamination of the sedative drugs available today reveal$ 

several general types, eeoh of these types having differing charac-

teristics·. Morphine and other opium derivatives were ruled out 

because of their habit-:f'orming err ecte and their slow excretion from 



the system. Ch.1ora1 hy'drate and Paraldehyde were rejected because 

of their relatively slow action and their irritant et.feet when 

injected. In view of the above criteria, it was felt that the 

Barbitrates were the only sedative agents available which would be 

satisfactory for use in this study. 

13 

There are a r.umber oi' derivatives o:f Barbiturie Acid available, 

these cliff ering mainly in rapidity oi' actio11 and duration of effect. 

All types have the same type or depressant action on ·the eerebro--

spinal axis. In essence, this action is the same as that of the 

hydrocarbon family of anaesthetics. The action is apparently ma.ll'.ly 

concerned with the subeortical brain centers and the spinal. cord, 

although some degree of cortical. depression has been noted. Physio-

logical addiction to· the Barbitrates does not occur-that is, no 

withdrawal. symptoms are noted. The elimination or these clru.gs from 

the system seems to be ta:lrl;r rapid. In mnn, approximately 65i of a 

hypnotic dose of Barbital can be recovered :from the urine, and almost 

all of this is recoverable within 48 hours from time of ingestion of 

the dose. (.3, p. 138) The speoif'ic drug selected i'or use in this 

study was Sodium Evipal, one of the fastest acting of the Barbitrate 

tamily. Dosage used was 15mg. in 0.5 coot physiological saline 

solution., the dose being injected inti•a-peritoneally. This procedu.re 

produced a hypnotic state in the animal in about five minut~ from 

the time of injection; although the effects of the sedative could be 

noticed in the animal's behavior as early as two minutes ai'ter in-

jection. The l\vpnotio stage persisted approximately four hours from 



the time o:r injection, and the animals showed some lethargic symptoms 

for about 24 hours after injection, No further after-effects of the 

drtlg were noted. 

The stinru.lant selected £or use in the study was Benzedrine 

Sulphate. This drug exerts a st~ant effect on the central nervous 

system. The specific mechanism o:f' this effect, howeve,.., :ts not defi-

nitely known at the present time. lVhile only 48% of a stimulant dose 

or Benzedrine is recoverable in the urine within a period of li.8 hours 

after ifl8estion, the ba1.ance of· the dose is apparently detoxified in 

tho body, probably in the liver. In aey event, in man the average 

st:imulant dose of' b~edrine is rendered inetrective within 4 to 8 

hours :trom time of ingestion. (3, P• W) In the subjects used in 

this study, the dosage used was 2,5mg. dissolved in o.5 cc of physio-

logical saline solution, this dose being injected intra.peritoneally. 

The effects were observabJ.e in three to five mi.mites after inject.ion, 

and consisted of agitation, aimless motor activity, increased heart 

rate, and increased sensitivity- to sudden movements or no1.ses. ',l'he 

efi"ects persisted fol" three to five hours af'te:r injection; after this 

time, no effects were observable in the behavior of the animals. 

D. The Maze --
The retention problem used in the stuey consisted or serial 

repetition or a water maze. The general form or the maze was copied 

from the Lashley llI maze, modified for use with escape f'rom water 

motivation by Patton and Pilgrim. (lS) ( See Figu:re l) In the water 
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form used here, the tati.k was filled to a depth of about l.l incbes 

with water, the temperature of which was held. between 65 and 70 

degrees F, It v,..as felt that this maze pattern offered a high dP.gree 

of reliability, while the escape from water motivation provided a 

high and relatively constant incentive to reach the goal. The ma?.;e 

was fitted with slid:ing metal doors vrhich v1ere closP-d bahi.71.d the 

animal as he passed each choice point, thus obviating the possib:llity 

of e.,,_-tensive retracing, The maze was well J.ight,ed from above by mec1..ns 

of a 150 watt light bulb and reflector, Each possible error in tpj,s 

maze vras numbered, thus providing ten posslble types o:f' error. An 

error was scored against an animal if his head and !:.'!houlders passed. 

over a line marking the entrance to a bJ.:ind. Errors were recorded 

on electric counters by means of pushbuttons located at the observer's 

position, each.type of error being recorded on a separate counter~ 

Time scores were recorded for each animal on an electric timer eon.-

trolled by a pushbutton from the observer's position. 

Subjects were divlded j_nto three main groups, according to the 

drue .:gent w-h:i.ch t.hey received. The group having act,ivity level. 

raised received Benzedrine Sulfate, the e,roup having lowered activ-

ity level received Sodium Evipal, and the control group received 

saline solution. Each of the foregoing ma.in groups ,vas divided into 

four subgroups accord:ing to the time interval bebreen maze trial and 
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drue ad:n:inist.ration. This .fe&ture ~rovided for sy8tt"l"!latic v.n:r•i~.t..ion 

of t,he consoU.dat:i.0n p~riod before it w·as altered by the cht,.nge in 

ncti vity level. Sub-groups received t.he proper drug r~5ent j.rtmedl,1te.ly, 

se·ven II'.inutes, fi.fteen nti.nut.-?.s; and. thirt;t" m:i.nutes :after ee..ch ma7,e 

trfo.l respe~'liively. Each gI\)Up :received. one n~~.ze trial ever; 4S hours, 

follov.rscl by apprapr-iate d:rug administrs.tfon. The ot'der i.n wh:i.ch ani-

mals ran tho r.mze withh1 groups was ra.ndo11tlzed. F'ollovdr::.g J'J'lar.e pt"':r-

f'orm.2.nce, t.he Hd.mc-.ls were pl;:tced :Ln individual c~:!ges, inj,21nt.ed 

i.ntrap0ri1~oneal.ly after -the propc,r interval, then allcwrecl to rAm1:tin 

in the individual cnges for four hours. After th:i.s period th~y were 

retiti'":'ned to eonuron gt·oup living n2gm:1. Dif~t was not restrict,ed dur-

ing the experirnent, and all ani>nals gained \7eight h, a no:n:1<"l m::!.tl;,er. 

Anir::als r,ere coni;inuetl on ~mccessi•re m,12c runs until they atta:.i.ned f!. 

cr:ttr.3:rion of ·l.iwo successive e:rrorleg!'.! trit!ls, after which th~y W-;!"e 

dro?Jped from tho group. 



III. RESUL'l'S 

A. Ecasures 2f. Performance 

'rhree different measures of learning proficiency ( and thus, 

indirectly, of retention) are availuble from the data. These 

measures ares 
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l. Number of trials to ranch criterion. 'rl1is meaau.re repre-

sents the 1;ur,1ber of trials taken by a sub.ject to achieve the 

arbitrarily selected criterion cf learninp,t two consecutive trials 

without errors. 

2. C1.1,'1,ul3tive error score. This mea~mre is the total numbei~ 

of errors made by a subject prior to reaching the c1-i terion. 

.3. Aver8!'!e runninz time. This measure is the average time __ ..._ _______ . -
per trial taken by a subject in actively traversing the maze. 

Ra,v scores for each measure fol' all subjects are presented i11 

the Appendix. 

Anslysis of the data in terms of these three measures are px•G-

sented in th~ following sections. 

B. Analysis £.!. ~t number of '£rials to Re&ch Criterion 

Table I presents the mean rnunber of trials to learning criterion 

for each group. The data of Table I are graphically developed in 

Fj_gure 2. In general, it can be noted that the three drug groups are 

of different levels. The Evipal groups require fewest trials, the 
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TABLE I 

TRIALS TO REAOH Cill5'E.nI01i 

Time Interval in Minutes Between Learning 
Tri!ll. .and. Dr-w; Acbbisf:..r~:.t:lon 

Drug 

0.5 (Tl) 7. (T2) 15. (T3) 30. ('"" ) .l.i+ 

,Socliur1 B·,rip:11 (m) c.22 8.ll 8.H9 9.J.l 
Saline Solution (D2) 9.78 9.41+ 9.89 9.55 
""'•n'7e•1r·1n° ctu1p11"""0 tn=q 11.22 11.22 10.73 2.22 ~-~:::...;:~~' .. \ lo.·-"' 

Hean of all drug groups 
9.7h 9.59 9.85 9&29 ----

TABI,E II 

AEALYSIS OF VARIANCJ~ FDR TRIALS TO REACH CRITERION 

Source of Variance Sum Squares elf Variance Estimate 

Between Drurs (D) ?4 2 37.0 
Between Times (T) 19 3 6.3 
Interaction (DXT) l.06 6 17.7 
Within Groups 209 96 2.2 

Totnl l~08 107 

~I- l/e~ns F Significant at less than .05 level. 

Means F Sir;ni.ficant at less than the .Ol level 

Mean 
of ,;:,1.l 
Time 
Gr,:;up:; 

,~.58 
9.67 

10.61 

F 
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Fig. 2 .. Average number of trials to reach learning criterion 
for all groups as a function of the time interval between 
learning trial and drug administration. 



Benzedrine groups require t.he most trials, with the control saline 

groups at i:m intennediate level. It can also be noted, however, that 

d, tho 30. minute in:t,orvu: the three curves essential1y converge. 

Figure .3 is a graphical display showing the cumulative percent-

age of each of the three drug groups that reached learning criterion 

at. the respective trials. Four graphs are included, one for ea.ch 

of the four time intervals. The same trend shown in Table I and in 

Figure l are revealed in Figure 3 namely, learninft superiority, in 

general, is in the following order, l. Evipal groups. 2. Saline 

groups. .3. Benzedrine groups. In the gra:rh for the .30. minutes 

interval, it can be seen that the three groups are not essentially 

differentiat,ed, which is similar to what is shmm in Figure 2. 

Table II represents an over-al.1 analysis of variance of the 

number of trials to reach criterion. The analysis shows that the 

differences between drug groups is highly significant (less than 

.01 level of confidence) and contrirutes the greatest variance to 

the data. The interaction of drugs and time is reliably significant 

at the .Ol level of significance. The differences a.111ong the four 

time groups are reliable at a .05 J.evel of significance. 

'i\".,,ble. III shows t t~sts betwetm the drug- groups l!Vernged over 

all ti.me intervals for trials to reach criterion. These are tests 

betvreen various drug groups, taken as a whole over all time inter-

vals, for differences in level of learning perfonnanee. Three 

levels of learning proficiency are indicated, with statistical. 
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TABLE Ill 

t TESTS P.El'Wb":Eli Dm.TG OOOUPS, ALL TD$ lNTmVALS 
INCLUDED, FOR TRIALS TO REACH CRITERION 

Con;.,arison 

m-02 
Dl-D3 
D2-D.3 

Ditf'erence 

l..09 
2.03 
J. • .'39 

Significance of Difference 

.Ol 

.Ol 

.01 

'!'ABLE IV 

t TES~S BEJI'WEE:?J TIME INI'ERVALS; ALL DRUG GROUPS 
IMOLUDEDJ 10R TRIALS TO RFAOH OR.IT.ERION 

Comparison Difference Signifioance of Difference 

Tl-T2 0.15 n.s. 
Tl-T3 0.11 n.s. 
Tl-T4· 0.45 n.s. 
T2-T.3 o·.26 n.s. 
T2-T4. o.3o n.s. 
T3-T4 0.56 n.s. 

n.s. Means not Significant at .OS leveJ. 

23 
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sigrd.rieance at l.ess than t,he • 01 lGVal. . The order of proticie11cy 

from highest to 1owest is respectivel.y-e Sodium Evipal, SaJ.inei and 

Benzedrine groups. 

T~ble IV shows t tests bemeen time intet-vals, each interval 

being averaged over all drug groups. No significant differences 

appear between a:n:, two time intervals, althCJUgh the . anal.ysis of 

variance shows a significant F ratio for the between-time-intercrals 

term. The reason tor the discrepancy between these two statistica1 

tests is obscure-one fact of possible relevance here is that the 

F ratio for between-times wes not ve17 large and just significant 

at the • 05 level. 

Table V shows the analysis or variance tor time differences 

within each drug group. wit,hin the Benzedrine group is there 

a. significant F ratio to indicate reliable time differences. 

Table VI shows the analysis of variance for drug differences 

within each time group. Reliable differences are found an10r,g the 

drug groups at tho o.~, 7., and 15. minute intervals (all signit'i .... 

cant at the _.ol level), with no dif'rerence among the groups e..ust-

ir.ig at the 30. minute . time inter,:1aJ~• 

Table VII shows t teste between the varlo1i9 time :i.ntervals 

within the Benzedrine ~up, representing a further analysis indicated 

by Table V • The three significant t ratios are all with respect to 

Th, the 30. minute time interval, indicating, in effect, a drop at 

the l.r-.st st~ge. 



TABLE V 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE Pt>R TIME DIFFERENOF.S 
VIITHIN DRUG GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO 

TRIALS TO REACH CRITERION 

Source of' Variance Sum Squares di' Variance Estimate F 
·-· 
T VB.thin Dl (Evipal.) 7 3 2.3 1.os 
'1' Within D2 (Saline) l. 3 0.3 - -
T Within D.3 (Benzedrine) 25 3 8.3 3.7~ 

* Means F Significant at less than .OS level 

TABLE VI 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR DRUG DIFFERENCES 
WITHIN· 'l'llm GROUPS WITH RFSPJroT TO 

TRIALS TO REACH CRITERION 

Source of Variance Sum Squares dt Variance E-stimate F 

D Within Tl (O.S min.) 
D Within T2 (7 ndn.) 
D Within T3 (15 min~.) 
D Within T4 (30 min. ) . 

4l 
w. 
17 

l 

2 
2 
2 
2 

20.5 
·22.0 

a.s o.s 
if-II- Means F Significant at less than the • 01 level 

9.32~ 
10.0~ 
3.86~ 



TAIµ.E VII 

t If PSTS BEl'ViEEN VARIOUS TIMES \\[THIN 
BENZEDRINE GROOP (D3) FOR 
TRIALS TO REACH CRtTERION 

Comparison Difference Significance of Difference 

Tl-T2 
Tl-T3 
Tl-T4 
T2-T3 
T2-T4 
T.3-T4 

o.oo 
0.44 
2.00 
0,;44 
2.00 
1.56 

n.s. 
n.s. 

.Ol 
n.s. 

,Ol .os 
n. s. Means not Significant at • 05 l.eve1 

Time 

Tl 

T2 

T3 

T4 

TABLE VIII 

t TESTS BE!'VIEEN DRUl GROUPS WITHIN 
EACH TIME MER.VAL FOR 

TRIALS TO ~OH CRITERION 

Comparison Difference Level of Significance 

D1-D2 1.56 .os 
Dl-D3 3.00 .Ol 
D2-D3 1.44. .05 
m-D2 l..3.3 .06 
Dl-D3 3.ll ~Ol 
D2-D.3 1.7s .01 
Dl-D2 1.00 n.s. 
Dl-D3 1.89 .01 
D2-D.3 o.89 n.a. 
DJ.-D2 o.M n.s. 
Dl-D.3 o.u n.s. 
D2-D3 o.33 n.s. 

n.s. Means not Significant at .os level 

26 
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Moreover, inspection ot the mean values or Table I for the 

Benzedrine group for any possible over all time trend suggests a --
decrease in trial.$ needed tor learning, as the time interv-al becomes 

longer. Although the mean number of trials for the o.; and the 7. 

minute interval are the same {11.22), the data do show a decrease 

in trials for each succeeding time interval. 

Table VIII shows t teats between drug groups within each time 

interval. This analysis again exhibits significant differentia-

tion of the three drug groups at the o. 5 and 7. minute tim.~ intervals, 

w-lth lesser differentiation at 15. minutes and essential. equalit1 at 

30. minutei:t. Within the first two time intervals, the Evipal group 

required fewest trials for learning, the Saline group :required more 

trials, and the Benzedrine group the most. 

O. Analysis 2! Datat Cumulative Errors 

Table IX presents the mean cumulative errors for each group. 

The data of Table IX are displayed· graphicaJ.ly in Figure 4. As with 

the data or trials to_ criterion, it will be noted that the three 

drug groups seem to represent three different general levels of 

l.eaming proficienc1. In g~eral, the Sodium Erl.pal. group has the 

least number or errors, the Sa1ine group is next in magnitude, and 

the Benzedrine group has tho greatest number of errors. Similar11, 

the curves tend to show greater differentiation at the earlier time 

. intervals and to approach each other at the 30. minute interval. 
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TABLE IX 

MEAfI CL1MULATI\TE ERROR SCORES 

Mean Cwmllative Error Scores toi• all Groups •. Value in the Table is the 
Average of 9 Rats. - - --

· Time Interval Between Learning Trial And Drug 
Administration in Minutes 

Mean 
trug or all 

Time 
o.S (Tl) 7. (T2) 15. (T3) 30. ('l'l~) Groups 

Sodium ~rloal. (m.) 12.ll 12.ll 12.kk 13.89 12.64 
Sal.ine Solution (I'll) · 18.44 17.33 w.u 16.12 17.50 
Benzedrine SulEhate ( D3) 26.33 24.22 23.78 16.00 22.58 
Mean of all Drug Groups -- 18.96 17.88 18.ll 15.34 

TABLE X 

ANALYSIS OF VARI ANOE FOR MEAN 
. omor.ATIVE ERROR SCOR§ 

Source or Variance Sum Squarea df Variance Estimate F 

Between Drugs (D) 1780 2 890.0 65.2H 
Between Times (T) 198 3 66.0 k.~ 
Interaction· (Drr) 2.360 6 393.3 28.9~ 
Within GroupEI .3311 96 13.7 ----- .. 

Total 4649' J.!)7 - - - --
ifiE- Means F Significant at less than the .ol level 
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Table X sho;vs the ai:1al~rsis of varianee for mean cumulative 

errors. It is essentially ai.miJ.ar to Table II, showing highly 

s:ignificm1t drug arid interaction ·i;erms. The time term is also 

significant, but at a considerably lower level. tha..~ either the drug 

or interaetion values. It will be noted that differences a.r.i.ong 

drug groups contribu:te by fer the g1•eatest ve1"'.i.ance to the total. data. 

Table XI shows t test9 bet?teen the ch•ug groups averaged over 

all time intervals for oumulative error scores. E:rsential.l.y the 

same information is shown here as in Table III-that, is, three 

leve1s ot pro:ficie11ey with the Sodium EdpaJ. group ooi11g hl.ghast, 

the Benzedrine group lowest, and the Saline group in an intemediate 

position. 

Table X!I shows t . te~rts · bet,,een time groups, averaged over al1 

drug groups, i'or differences in aumulative error. Signil'icant dif-

ferences exist between the Tk or 30. mimte time group and the other 

three· time L"1terval. groups, the mean for T4 being smalle?t trum the 

other three time means. An inspeo'l;ion o! Table IX, however, clearly 

shows that most of' this over all difference is being contributed by-

a large drop in errors of the D3 or Bentedrine group nt Th.. This 

~i:>Uld seem to ba iihe samfi el"'i'ect · disousaed under Table VII. 

're.ble mI shows t~e aruuyais or variance among time int,ervals 

wl thin eac~1 drug grQup. As in Table VI significant ditterenoes are 

shovm only within the Ben!3edrine group. 

Table XIV shows the analysis or vru.,iance for drug gr.oup dif-

terences within each time interval.. Similar to the results in 



TABLE XI 

t WTS BE.'rWEEN DRUG GROUPS, ALL TIME INTERVALS 
INOLUDEDJ· FOR MEAN CUMULATIVE ERRORS 

.31 

Comparison Dir.ference Significanoeot Difference 

m.-m 
m-D3 
D2-W 

TABLE XII 

.Ol 

.Ol 

.01. 

t TESTS BE.TWEEN TIME INTERVALS, ALL DRUG GROUPS 
INCLUDEDJ FOR MEAN 0Ul.4ULATIVE ERRORS 

Comparison Difference Significance of Difference 

Tl-T2 :L.08 n.s • 
Tl-T.3 • ss n.s. 
Tl-T4 3.62 .01. 
T2-T.3 .23 n.s. 
T2-T4 2.54 .01 
T.3-T4 2.77 .01. 

n.s. Means not Significant at .05 level 



TABLE mI 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TIME DIFFERENCES 
\'tlTHIN DROO GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO MEAN 

OTJMUIJ.TIVE ERP.OR SCORES· 

32 

Source oi' Variance Sum Squares df Variance Estimate F 

T Vrlthin Dl (Erlpal) 19 
T Within D2 (Saline) 29 
T Vti.thin D3 (Benzedrine 554 

ff Means F Significant at less than the .01 level. 

TABLE X!V 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR DRUG DIFFERENCES 
WITHIN Til@ GROUPS FOR MEAN 

. CUL.tULATIVE ERROR SCORES 

Source of Variance Sum Squares df Variance Estimate 

D Within Tl ( o. 5 min.) . 914 2 457.0 
D Within T2 (7 min.) 665 2 332.5 
D Within T3 (15 min.) 578 2 289.0 
D Within TJ.,. (30 min.) 28 2 14.0 -

ff Means F Significant at less than the .ol level. 1. 

- -----

F 

33.3(,,Ht-
24.27#1f. 
21.0<)ff ...... 



Table VI, the first three time intervals show highly significant 

drug effects, while at the 30. minute interval. the differences 

among the drug groups are not reliable. 
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Table XV shows t tests between the various time intervals with-

in the Benzedrine group, indicated by- the analysis presented in 

Table XIII. Again, all significant differences are in relation to 

the .3o. minute time interval., indicating a reliable drop in number 

of errors by the Benzedrine group at this time interval. 

As with the data on trials needed to reach criterion, the ques-

tion can be raised as to whether there is an over-al.1 time trend in 

the effect of Benzedrine on 1earrdng. Inspection ot Table IX which 

gives the mean values ot cumulative errors tor the Benzedrine group 

at ditf erent time intervals shmvs a per.f ect inverse correlation in 

rank order between the magnitude or error and the length of time 

interval. The shorter the time interval, the greater is the number 

of cumulative errors. In terms of all. possible pe:nnutations of 

these four time groups with reference to rank order of error magni-

tude (4 l = 24) the probability of getting a rank order such as was 

obtained by chance alone is .04. 

Table XVI shows t tests between drug groups within each of the 

time intervals. Similar, in general to Table VIII, the t tests show, 

for the first three _time intervals, a reliable differentiation in 

proficiency level among the three drug groups, the Evipal group is 

lowest in number of errors, the Saline group is at a higher level., 

and the Benzedrine group is highest. At the 30. minute interval, 

however, . none of the groups is different from any other. 



Tl-T2 
Tl-T3 
Tl-Tk 
T2--T3 
T2-T4 
T3-T4 

TABLE XV 

t TESTS .i:SET~Ji!!EN VARIOUS TIMF!l f~lTHIN 
BDlZEllUNE GROUP (D3) FOR lmAN 

CUHUUTIVE ERROJW 

Difference 

2.11 
2.55 

l.0.33 
O.k.4 
8.22 
7.78 

Significance of Difference 

n.s. 
n.s. 

.01 
n.a. 

.01 

.01 

n .. s .. Means not Significant at .05 level 

TABLE XVI 

t TESTSBm'WEEN DRUG GROUPS WITHIN 
EACH TDiE ·INTERVAL FOR MF.AN 

Ct&'ULA-i'IVE ERRORS 
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Time Comparison Ditterence Significance or Difference 

Tl Dl-D2 6 • .33 .OJ. 
Dl-D3 14.33 .01 
IX?.-D3 7.89 .01 
Dl-~ 5.22 .01. 

T2 Dl-D,3. 12.ll .01. n2-ro 6.S9 .01 
DJ.-D2 6.67 .01 

T.3 Dl-D.3 11.34 - .Ol 
D2-D3 5.67 .ol 
Dl-D2 2.22 n.s. 

T4 Dl-D.3 2.ll n.s. 
D2-D3 0.12 n.s. 

n.s. Means not Significant at .05 level 



D. Analysis 2f. Average Running 

Average running times for all groups are presented in Table 

MI. An inspection of these data reveaJ.s no apparent trends. 
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Table XV'III shows the analysis or variance for average running 

times. No significant effects appear. 

E. Summary 9£. Results 

The major definite findings are the following, 

l. Different levels of learning proficiency are obtairted with 

the di.t'ferent drugs when the drug is administered within 15 minutes 

after the learning trial. The Evipal gr011p is most proficient;, the 

Benzedrine group least proficient, with the control Saline group 

occupying an intermediate position. 

2. No differences in learning proficiency among the drug groups 

are obtained if the drug is administered at 30 minutes after the learn-

ing trial. 

,3. The magnitude of effect of Benzedrine on learning performance 

is dependent on the t:ime at which it is administered following the 

learning trial. In general, the shorter the time interval, the greater 

is the interference effect on learning. 
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'l'ABLE XV!I 

. AVERAGE mJmUNO TIMES FOR ALL GR.OU.PS 

'l'iroe Interval in Mim,tea Between Learning 
Trial and Drug .~dministrati<,n 

Mean 
Drug ot all 

Time 
o.S (Tl) 7. (T2) 15. (T3) 30. (T4) 01-oups 

Sodlum 11"V'ipal (Dl} · 19.84 21.70 21.26 18.17 20.24 
Saline Solution (D2) 22.86 22.6s 22.63 21.94 22.52 
Benzedrine SulEhate ( D3) 22.0.3 18.90 22.12 21.za 21.12 
Msan of All Drug Groups 2l.58 21.08 22.00 20.51 

TABL.'E XVIII 

A.~ALYSIS OF VA .. it.IANOE FOR AVERAGE RUNNING TIMES 

Sot,ree of Variance Sum Squares df Variance Estimate F 

Betr.Aen Drugs (D) 2 2 1.0 --Between Times ( T) l 3 o.3 --Interaction (Dr!') 5 6 o.8 - ... 
·within Groups 50554 96 526.8 - -Total 50562 ror-
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A. !!_ Rel.ated !:2_ Memory Theoey 

'l'he theory of memory underlying the ~theses stated in Section 

I postulated that tollow:ing afferent stimulation, a memory trace was 

laid down in the central nervous system. This trace rose in strength 

from zero at a time imnediately after the stim.lation to a maxinum, 

then decayed slowly. This rise time constitutes the so-called con-

solidation period. Additionally, it was postulated that the memory 

trace was most sensitive to interference during this consolidation 

period, a.nd more specifically, that the sensitivity of' the trace to 

interference within the consolidation period varied inversely- with 

the time after afferent stimulation. 

The data of the present study' would seem to be consonant with, 

and to provide additional. evidence for, such a theory. Evidence .for 

three separate and distinct levels of learning proficiency based on 

the different drugs administered was unequivocal.. It should be 

emphasized at this point that the present study was concerned primarily 

not with the action of drugs per se, rut with the concomitant altera-

tions in neural activity level which can be legitimately assumed to 

occur. Similarly, although the data are presented in terms or learn-

ing proficiency, the primary concem of the investigation is with the 

memory process on which the learning proficiency must, of necessity, 

be based. Granting this, the data can be interpreted as positive 
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evidence for the hypothesis that drug-induced alterations in post-

learnir:g neural activity level will affect retention. Since the 

S.odiU!ll Erl.pa1 group showed the best retention, the Benzedrine group 

the poorest,· and the Saline or control group occupied an intermediate 

position, the interpretation can be advanced that lowered neural activ-

ity following stimulation facilitates memory and raised neural. activity 

level interferes with it. 

The hypothesis with regard to time ettects predicted that the 

magnitude or the activity effect would decrease with the passage of 

time within the consolidation period. The data clearly bear out this 

hypothesis with regard to the Benzedrine group. With the Erl.pal 

group, however, the interpretation or results is not as clear. The 

fact that a statistically significant difference as tound between 

the Evipal. and Saline groups at the o.; minute time interval. and 

that no such difference was obtained at the 30. ndnute interval cou1d 

be interpreted to indicate a decrease in magnitude of effect at the 

latter interval. 

Moreover, Figures 2 and 4 showing the variation of learning 
.. 

effect with t:ime do suggest an overall trend within the Evipal group 

tor the comparative enforcement of learning proficiency to decrease 

with an increase in time interval. However, analysis ot variance 

fails 'to show a statistically reliable difference among time values 

within the Evipal group. It is suggested that further testing for 

this effect with more data is needed to obtain a more clear and 

definite indication of 8n7 possible trend. 



The preliminary est:tmata. for the le.ngth of the consolidation 

period ( .30 minutes) .turned out to have been a ver-.r fortunate oho ice, 

since the data show aonvergence of the drug effects st this interval.. 

Little is specifically known about the duration o:r·the so-called oon--

solidation period. It is felt that the length of this period ie not · 

a co11stant · but wruld vary 1rlth conditions such as task complexity, 

species, state of the organism and so forth. It is of interest that 

the duration·ot the consolidation period indicated by the data of this 

study :f.s in approximate agreement with that demonstrated by Duncan in 

in his study of electro-shock effects on rats. (l) 

B. Problens Interpretation 

Several problems which ca.imot be answered on the basis of avail-

able· data arise in the interpretation of results of the present study. 

One such problem is the magnitude or effect Correlated with varying 

dosages of the drugs ueed. No conTenient measux-e for magnitude of 

overall neural activit7 would seem to be avail.able. Lacking such a 

measure, it would be extremol7 difficult to asses~ accurately the 
" 

magnitude of effect on activit7 level. or any pat"ticu1ar drug dosage. 

Consequently, the choice of dosages used in the.present study hnd to 

be estimated and.was set at those levels which would give signifi-

cantly noticeable ,changes in overt behavior (agitated motion fo't' 

Benzedrine, and sleep for EV'ipal). The subseque11t data, moreover, 

indicate that the dosages used of Erlpal. and Benzedrine v1ere rouglilY' 
equal in magnitude of etf ect on memory. The data show• using the 



values for the Sallne group as a reference, that the magnitude of 

enhancement o:f' · memory- by Evipal was approximately equal to that of 

the disruption or memory by Benzedrine. 

Another :factor that needs to be considered is the time of onset 

or the drug-induced aJ.teration in activity level. Since both drugs 

were injected intraperitoneally, some · delay time would occur before 

neural effects appeared. Since data appear to be lacking with regard 

to time delay values for the drugs used, it is impossible to say 

definitely whether the time delay in onset was precisely equal for 

Erl.pa1 and Benzedrine. However, it can be estimated from overt be-

havior changes in the rats that a delay time of the order of two to 

five minutes occurred between injection of the drug and neural e:tfeot. 

This delay would have the etf'ect of making all time intervals used 

in the study 2 to 5 mirmtes longer than wouJ.d appear from the data. 

A consequence of this delay .factor is that the actual time 

intervals between learning trial and introduced change or activity 

levels is two to rive minutes longer than the stated values. Thus; 

the shortest time interval. used ( o. 5 minutes) may actually correspond 

to a time interval within the range of 2.5 to 5.5 minutes. This wouJ.d 

mean that information on the early part or the consolidation phase 

would not be available. One hypothesis of the present study is that 

the early phase of the consolidation period is least stable and most 

subject to change or interference, a generalization strongly supported 

by the data of Duncan's study. Thus, by not being able to affect the 

veey early part of the conso1idation period because of delay in drug 
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action, the possible opportunity to get evon stronger etfects than 

were obtained was lost. Moreover, following this view, if' retention 

effects could have been obtained during the veey early- stages ot the 

consolidation period, stronger time t:r'ends would have appeared in the 

data. : Consequently, it woul.d be desirable in any further investigation 

of this problem to select agents to alter neural activity level which 

have very brief latencies. Such possible tigents are convulsive cerebral 

e1ectroshock for raising activity level and a very fast acting gaseous 

anaesthetic such as Et,hylene for lowering it. 

The question can be raised as to whether the erteots·on memory 

found in this study on rats can also apply to man. Data are avail-

able which niake such an extrapolation reasonabl.e. For example, 

J enldns and Dsllenbach demonstrated the faoili tat ion or memory in 

man by hypoactivity after learning, and Zubin and Barrera (17) 

showed the disruptive et.feet of hyperactivity, caused by convulsive 

cerebral electroshock, on memory of just })l"eceding events. 
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V. SUMMARY 

The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the effects 

of a neural stimulant drug and a neural depressant drug on retention 

in the rat. The hypotheses included the following, 

J... The memory trace of a perception undergoes a period or con-

solidation in the nervous system. 

2. The memory trace. is subject to interference by general neuro-

logical activity occurring during the consolidation period •. 

3. The higher the level or this activity, the greater the 

disruption of the memory trace. 

4. The longer the time interval between perception and the 

neuraJ. activity, the less the interference effect. 

In this experiment, . variation in level of neurological activity 

was induced by use of (a) Benzedrine sulphate, a stimulant, to enhance 

neural activity and (b) Sodium Evipal, a sedative,. to depress neural 

activity. Physiological saline solution was used as a control. reference. 

Learning proficiency on a l0-cu1 water maze was used as an index of 

retention. Each rat received a drug injection after each learning 

trial. It the drug action affected the retention or the learning 

trial just preceding, this would be reflected in the overall lea.ming 

performance. A total of 108 male albino rats was used, divided into 

three groups of .36 rats eaoh, one group being injected with Benzedrine 

sulphate, another with Sodium ].'vipal, and the third with physiological 

saline. In addition, each o:f the drug groups was subdivided into four 
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subgroups, with each subgroup having its drug administered at a 

certain time :interval following each learning trial. The f' our time 

intervals used were, o.;, ?., 1;., and 30. minutes. 

The data unequivocally demonstrate the three groups to be at 

different levels of learning proficiency, the Sodium Evipal group 

learned tha maze most·readily, the Benzedrine group was poorest, and 

the control saline group was at an intennediate level between them. 

This characteristic differentiation among the drug groups occurred at 

each of the first three time intervals (all within 15 minutes). At 

the 30. minute interval; however, no reliable differences were found. 

A significant time trend of learning effect was obtained for the 

Benzedrine group• the magnitude of the retention interf'erence being 

greater at the shorter time intervals. 

These findings are consistent with a theory of memory- which 

assumes a consolidation period following perception and.during which 

the memory trace is subject to greater or lesser disruption, depen-

dent on the level of neural activity going on at that time. 
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APPENDIX 



NUMBER OF TRIALS TO REACH LEARNING 
CRITERION FOR EACH SUBJECT 

Dl D2 
(Sodium Evipal) (Sa1ine Solution) 

Tl T2 T3 T4 Tl T2 T3 T4 
(0.51) (71) (1$1) ,(301) · (0.51) (7 l) (151) (30 l) 

9 8 8 10 11 9 10 8 

9 9 7 lO 9 9 9 9 

7 7 8 8 8 9 10 7 

9 8 9 8 8 10 9 8 

7 8 10 7 ll 8 lJ. lJ. 

8 10 11 9 l2 8 10 11 

9 6 9 10 9 11 12 11 

6 9 10 8 10 lJ. 9 12 

10 8 8 12 10 10 9 9 
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D3 
(Benzedrine Sulphate) 

Tl T2 T3 Th. 
(0.51) (7 I) (15 l} (301) 

ll 10 8 9 

12 12 11 8 

13 13 10 10 

12 10 9 12 

J.3 ll 13 9 

12 12 1.3 8 

9 10 ll 11 

8 10 12 10 

11 13 10 6 



MEAN OOMOLATIVE ERROR SCORES 
FOR FA.CH SUBJECT 

Dl m 
Sodium Erl.pal (Saline Solution) 

Tl T2 T.3 Tl. Tl T2 T3. . T4·,-· 
( 0.5 !) (7 I) (l.5 l) (30 l) (0.5 l) (7 l) (151) (30 l) 

lS 13 12 13 17 14 18 lS 
11 11 9 12 16 2l 17 16 

13 11 10 l3 14 20 18 11 

15 l3 17 16 17 24 l8 14 

10 15 12 l2 15 · 15 20 17 

4 17 16 12 30 11 21 18 

10 8 15 18 19 17 19 2l. 

14 9 13 13 2l 21. 15 16 

17 12 8 16· 17 13 17 17 

47 

D3 
(Benzedrine Sulphate) 

Tl T2 T3 Th.' 
(0.51) (71) (151) (301) 

29 2l 23 18 

29 24 26 8 

28 2l 20 lS 
19 24 26 la 

32 27 22 23 

27 30 31. 15 
30 25 21 21 

21 25 21 15 

22 2l 24 11 



AVERAGE RUNNING TIMES FOR EACH SUBJECT 

Dl D2 D,3 
Sodium Evipal · (Saline Solution) · (Benzedrine Sulphate) 

Tl ·r2 T.3 '£4 Tl. T2 T3 T4· Tl T2 T3· T4 
(0.5 J) (7 0 (15 l) (301) (0.5 l) (7 l) (;l.51) (.30 l) (0.5 l) (7 J) (15 J) (301) 

17.56 27.63 22.13. 16.40 17.36 21.22 24.60 18.00 24.55 21.20 29,50 17'!56 

19.22 25.ll 13.71 ll.20 22.00 22.00 26 • .33 21.44 23.58 20.42 21.91 17,.50 
.. 

24.00 23.71 27.50 17.00 .35.25 .31.33 16~70 15~43 20.62 12.31 19.20 18.30 

20.22 15.00 25.78 20.75 28.88 23.10 21.44 24~6.3 20.42 18.20 25.11 18.58 

16.4.3 22.50 18.90 19.29 J.4,.18 19.SO 21~7.3 18!73 20.77 20,7.3 18.00 29.00 

18 • .38 20.00 17.64 14.:33 12.00 18.00 26.00 20!45 24.33 20.08 21.69 26.00 

18.78 29.17 19.56 26.00 26.67 2l.82 23.33 26.27 25~56 25.00 20.7.3 23.7.3 

26.50 13,22 22.90 19.00 27.60 25.09 21.44 20.75 18~50 19.00 20.50 18 • .30 .. 

17.50 19.00 23.25 19.58 21.80 21.80 22.ll .31.78 19.91 13.15 22.40 23.83 ,. 

g 
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